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At the January 7
meeting…

The Schmidt Cassegrain
Telescope...
Tips and Tricks
Clayton Jeter
The Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope has been one
of the workhorse telescopes for amateur
astronomers for many years. The design
combines a spherical mirror (easy to
manufacture) with a glass corrector plate to
provide a compact, easy to set-up and use
instrument.
Newer designs use an aspherical mirror for
improved optical performance.
If you own or are thinking about owning a SCT
telescope, you’ll want to hear from Clayton—a
SCT aficionado.
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contributions and gifts are deductible for federal income tax purposes. General membership meetings are open to the public and
attendance is encouraged.
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Special Interest Group Listing
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may call the listed individual. Anyone who wants to offer to coach
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Advanced ..................................Bill Leach ...............281-893-4057

2011 Star Party Dates


Pending

Texas Star Pty ...... Steve Goldberg. .............. H:713-721-5077

Advisors
Dr. Reginald DuFour, Rice Univ.
Dr. Lawrence Pinsky, U. of H.
Dr. Lawrence Armendarez, U. of St. Thomas

Dues and Membership Information

Other Meetings...

Annual Dues:Regular ................................................ $36
Associate.....................................................................$6
Sustaining ................................................................. $50
Student ..................................................................... $12
Honorary .................................................................. N/C

Johnson Space Center Astronomical Society meets in
the the Lunar and Planetary Institute on the 2nd
Friday of each month. Web site: www.jscas.net

All members have the right to participate in Society functions and
to use the Observatory Site. Regular and Student Members receive a subscription to The Reflector. The GuideStar, the monthly
publication of the Houston Astronomical Society is available on
the web site. Associate Members, immediate family members of a
Regular Member, have all membership rights, but do not receive
publications. Sustaining members have the same rights as regular
members with the additional dues treated as a donation to the
Society. Sky & Telescope and Astronomy magazines are available
to members at a discount.
Membership Application: Send funds to address shown on last
page of GuideStar. Attention - Treasurer, along with the following
information: Name, Address, Phone Number, Special Interests in
Astronomy, Do you own a Telescope? (If so, what kind?), and
where you first heard of H.A.S.

Fort Bend Astronomy Club meets the third Friday of
the month at 8:00 p.m. at the First Colony conference Center. Novice meeting begins at 7:00, regular meeting begins at 8:00. Web site:
http://www.fbac.org
North Houston Astronomy Club meets at 7:30 p.m. on
the 4th Friday of each month in the Teaching Theatre of the Student Center at Kingwood College.Call
281-312-1650 or E-mailbill.leach@nhmccd.edu.
Web site: www.astronomyclub.org
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January/February
Check the web site:
www.astronomyhouston.org
Webmaster: Kay McCallum
kaymccallum@mcclibrary.net

Calendar
Date

Time

Event

12

3:03 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
5:31 a.m.

Prime Night, Columbus Site
Quadrantid meteors peak
New Moon
HAS Novice Meeting, U of H
HAS General Meeting, U of H
Moon at first quarter

19
26

3:21 p.m.
6:57 a.m.

Full Moon
Moon at last quarter

January
1
3
4
7

The Houston Astronomical Society Web
page has information on the society, its
resources, and meeting information.
Want your astronomy work and name on
the Internet for the whole world to see?
Have some neat equipment? Pictures in film,
CCD, hand drawings or video format are all
welcome on the page. Do you have an idea
to improve the page? I’m listening. Send me
Email at kaym@mcclibrary.net.

February
2
5
4

8:31 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
1:19 a.m.
2:36 a.m.
5:27 p.m.

11
18
27

New Moon
Prime Night, Columbus Site
HAS Novice Meeting, U of H
HAS General Meeting, U of H
Moon at first quarter
Full Moon
Moon at last quarter

Send calendar events to Doug McCormick
- skygazer10@sbcglobal.net











GuideStar deadline

 for the February


 issue



 is January 15



Follow the GuideStar on Twitter at:

GuideStar_HAS
Join Facebook and look for:

Houston Astronomical Society
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Observations... of the editor
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

Two New iPhone apps…
I got two new iPhone apps that may be of interest to you.
AstroClock
AstroClock is a simple, but very useful app for the iPhone. Simple is
good here, because it means that the app doesn’t take a long time
to get up and running. It displays for you the local time, the GMT,
the LST (local sidereal time), and the Julian Date. On some occasions you may wish to record your observations with the GMT or
with the Julian date, and you can get that information from this
app.
The LST is the RA ’time’ at the meridian — the overhead line between north and south. It is almost always true that the best time
to observe an object is when it is near the meridian because that’s
when it is highest in the sky and there is the least earthly atmosphere between your telescope and the object.
The app costs $0.99.
Variable Stars
This app is for those of us who observe variable stars. It is basically
a database of 183,000 stars that you can browse through, filter,
and sort to create an observing list. You are able to filter the list by
brightness (min, max, range of variability), constellation, class,
catalog, and more. It is very useful if you want to identify an observing list for your next session.
There is more information, in the form of text files, in this application.
When I originally installed the application it didn’t work because of
a problem during the decompression of the database. I worked
with the developer on a work-around and now have the application working. You may never see this problem, and the developer
is going to revise the app to avoid this problem in the future.
The app costs $1.99

Observing at full moon
On December 18, the Saturday night before the full moon that
became the total lunar eclipse (that I didn’t see because of the
clouds) I did some visual observations of interesting stars. In particular, these were carbon stars on the new Astronomical League
Carbon Stars program (developed by FBAC member Alicia Tristan).

I didn’t expect to see much with the sky as
bright as it was, and using a 3” telescope.
Most amazing to me was the fact that I was
able to see all but one of the stars on my
observing list for the night. That is, I could
see 7 of them, but not the 8th. Not bad. The
fact that the sky wasn’t totally dark meant
that the brighter star patterns were easy to
see and match to the star patterns on the
maps on my computer.
Who’d have thought that a bright moonlit
night would be good for anything? There’s
nothing that compares with seeing a sprinkling of stars against a truly dark sky, but
there is still a lot to do and see on less-thanperfect nights.

Happy New Year to you and
yours. Have a great 2011.
Until next time...
clear skies and new moons!

..Bill
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A GuideStar Interview by Clayton L. Jeter

Brian Cudnik— Master Observer

L

ook up the word ‘disciplined’ in Webster’s dictionary and
you’ll see Brian Cudnik’s photo beside the text. This guy has a
plan! Brian, an H.A.S. society member and our very own ‘Program’
committee chairman (great job), is an extremely dedicated amateur astronomer. I read almost daily on the clubs list server messages from Brian about his discoveries from the night before. He
must be all over the night sky. He’s also… well, almost a permanent
fixture in our club’s observatory near Columbus.
It’s about time we all get to know Brian a bit better. If you want to
learn more about astronomy… then read on. Here’s Brian…

The Brian Cudnik
bio…
I was born and raised
in the Cleveland, Ohio
area where I acquired
an interest in astronomy during the mid
1970’s as a child. From
tracking the movement
of the sun, moon, and
stars using their shadows (or visualization of shadows in my mind’s eye if the object was
not casting a shadow), to peering deep into the cosmos through
Larry Mitchell’s 36 inch monster Dobsonian, my journey through
the Cosmos has been a fascinating and fulfilling one. I am fortunate to be alive in an age where machinery is being sent to other
worlds in our own solar system, and other “solar systems” are being discovered on a daily basis. I remember with fascination the
pictures returned from the Voyagers at Jupiter in March and July
1979 and the Saturn encounters of 1980 and 1981. I was a big fan
of Cosmos in 1980 and that motivated me to pursue a deeper
knowledge in the subject.
I began backyard astronomy in earnest in the summer of 1985 getting ready for the return of Halley’s comet by practicing with
Comet Giacobini-Zinner. I also enjoyed views of the planets and
the brighter deep sky objects. Over the next year I enjoyed 50
views of Halley’s comet including one view from a dark sky in New
Mexico (Bortle Class 1) in April 1986. I have never seen skies so
dark prior to that experience and not since. I continued to explore
comets, planets, and the deep sky for the next several years from
the backyard until 1990. Prior to that time, I had collected many

observations of comets, all the major planets
except Pluto, and many deep-sky objects
including most of the Messier objects and
many NGC’s. I have also witnessed five auroral displays.
After leaving home for studies, and from
1990 to 1995, my astronomical observing
took place in Northern Arizona as I attended
Northern Arizona University (NAU) working
toward earning a bachelor’s degree in physics and astronomy. Not only was I into the
visual dimension of astronomy, I was also
gaining professional experience in the science as well. This involved many a night at
the NAU Campus Observatory, using its 24inch Cassegrain and 6-inch refractor to enjoy
some of the best views of the stars and planets to date. I also have enjoyed the dark
skies of Northern Arizona from Camp Verde
and Anderson Mesa.
A year after I graduated from NAU, I got
married to a former student of mine (Susan)
from an astronomy lab I taught the year before. We moved to San Diego, California for
me to go to graduate school at San Diego
State University. Through this experience, I
had access to the telescopes on Mount Laguna Observatory (MLO). My thesis topic
was the comet Hale-Bopp, inspired by the
appearance of Hyakutake in spring 1996, the
first truly great comet since 1976 and the
best comet that I have seen since Halley’s
ten years earlier. The picture that remains is
this: laying on the deck of the 21-inch Buller
/ visitor’s telescope and looking overhead at
a long-comet shaped apparition, with its
head in the northern skies and tail stretched
more than 60 degrees in length overhead
(Continued on page 6)
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and into the southern skies. I watched thru the 21-inch scope at
the nuclear region of the comet as it made its 9.9 million mile
flyby of Earth, moving visibly in only a few seconds.
In addition to the comet work, I also have maintained a regular
watch on the planets and deep sky objects, with the best views
of the latter being realized at MLO. The combination of dark
skies and large instrumentation regularly available resulted in
these views, which I documented in the form of drawings and
notes. In the Spring of 1997, comet Hale-Bopp (which I first saw
in July 1995, four days after its discovery from the NAU observatory during my last night at that facility) made its closest approach to the Sun and Earth and put on the best showing of any
comet in almost 30 years.
I have lived in Houston, Texas, from 1998 (after graduating with
an M.S. degree in Astronomy from SDSU) until the present time
(2010). I joined the H.A.S. in August 1998 and have been a member ever since. For the first three years of my stay I worked with
the Prairie View Solar Observatory, making solar observations by
day, and doing amateur observing by night. During most of my
stay in Houston, I used the Dark Site Observatory of the H.A.S.,
where I made one of the most memorable observations of my
life: the first scientifically confirmed lunar meteoroid impact
observation during the 1999 Leonid meteor storms. This was
through a 14-inch Cassegrain in the HAS observatory. This has
literally sparked my interest in lunar impact phenomena to include activities such as assuming the role as coordinator of the
Lunar Meteoritic Impact Search section of the Association of
Lunar and Planetary Observers, writing a book Lunar Meteoroid
Impacts and How to Observe Them, and publishing several journal articles on the subject.
Also since 1999 I have enjoyed many a memorable night at the
“dark site”, just west of Columbus, Texas; and have participated
in several runs to even darker sites for specific astronomical
events. These include the Texas Star Party in 2003, Fort Griffin
State Historical Site (a.k.a. “Bunkleyville”) in 2002 (Perseid Meteors), 2005 (included the impact of the Deep Impact projectile on
Comet Tempel 2), 2008, and 2010; the El Dorado Star Party in
2007; and a run to SW Louisiana for the best meteor shower I
have ever witnessed, the Leonids of 2001 (with 440 meteors
observed in a single hour). I have worked through enough Astronomical League Observing clubs to earn a Master Observer’s
certificate, and have enjoyed crisp views of Mars, Jupiter, Io,
Europa, Ganymede, Callisto, Saturn, Titan, Uranus, and Neptune
(each of these seen as disks, most of which displayed detail of
some sort at its best).

The Brian Cudnik interview…
Clayton: It is a real pleasure Brian to have you here.
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Where does all this dedicated passion come
from? What drives you in this ongoing pursuit of faint fuzzies?
Brian: I have always been fascinated in the various objects that we can see in the universe.
It is also remarkable that only in recent centuries have we been able to see and understand (at least to an extent) what the universe is truly like; and the universe, through
wide availability of telescopes, is accessible
to the average citizen. Having the interest,
along with a Master’s degree in astronomy,
have truly given me a deep appreciation for
the physical nature of the objects that I look
at.
Clayton: Exactly where are you going with astronomy? What do you think you’ll be doing with
it in say the next 10 years?
Brian: A mix of semi-professional and amateur
work, mostly geared toward results that are
scientifically useful. Right now, I am primarily doing work with variable stars, visual
observations of the stars that AAVSO “needs
more data” for. I also do asteroid occultations and daily sunspot counts. I found that
visual astronomy at my own pace and on my
own terms is less stressful and more rewarding than the high-competition, intense world
of grant-driven professional astronomy. I am
able to do this from time to time in the professional world through my work, but most
of my work is on the amateur side. I cannot
say for sure what I will be doing in 10 years;
perhaps more of the same, but increasingly
making use of the technology that is available to the general public these days. I am
equipped with low-light CCD video cameras
that I use from time to time to monitor the
Moon for meteor impacts and record asteroid and lunar occultation events.
Clayton: Earlier you mentioned that Comet Hyakutake was one of your favorites. Are you
saying it WAS your favorite? I must admit,
it’s probably mine… although Comet Holmes
really put on a show.
Brian: Comet Hale-Bopp was my favorite, with
Comet Hyakutake coming in a very close
second, Halley’s third, Liller (a comet that
showed itself in May 1988) fourth, and 17P
Holmes 5th. If I would have been able to get
a better look at McNaught in January 2007 (I
(Continued on page 7)
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only saw it for several seconds between clouds with binoculars
from an airplane) it probably would rank higher than the current 7 or 8 ranking.
Clayton: You mentioned observing through large aperture telescopes through the years. How do you feel about 8” or smaller
scopes? What’s your favorite design?
Brian: I most often use an 8” Schmidt Cassegrain Telescope (SCT)
that I have on loan from campus (where I work full time as
Physics Laboratory Specialist, “Resident Astronomer”, instructor of atmospheric science, and wearer of various other hats),
to do visual variable star astronomy. I use a 4.5-inch scope for
daily sunspot counts. I would say that a SCT is my favorite; it
combines the light-gathering power of a Dobsonian reflector
with the long focal length of a refractor, so I can get the best of
both worlds (high-resolution planetary and deep sky) with a
SCT.
Clayton: Speaking of telescope design and aperture; if a newbie
asked what scope to purchase for his family, what advice would
you give him?
Brian: Based on my experience 25 years ago, getting started with
regular backyard nighttime telescopic observing, the 4.5-inch
Tasco Newtonian reflector would be the best bet. It is small
enough and affordable enough to be manageable, yet large
enough to provide high-quality views of the sun, moon, planets, and other objects. The images are far superior than the
typical “K-mart” special that we commonly find under trees this
time of year. I received one of these and they were good for
the moon and the sun (back “in the day” I got by with the unsafe practice of scotch-taping a #14 rectangular Welder’s glass
to the front of the scope…PLEASE DO NOT TRY THAT AT HOME)
Clayton: Are any of your family or neighbors interested in your
hobby? Do they observe too?
Brian: None that I know of, although they are fascinated by the objects that I show them and the stuff that I tell them about the
objects I show off.
Clayton: How about your thoughts on two popular astronomy
magazines: Sky and Telescope and Astronomy. What are their
strengths and weaknesses?
Brian: I subscribe to both. Astronomy has more of an appeal to the
beginner astronomer and the general public, Sky and Telescope
seems to be geared more toward the advanced stargazer, particularly in the science that it reports in its news section, and I
prefer S&T over Astronomy for that reason. In both magazines,
particularly Astronomy, some of the pictures they show with
their news stories are printed way too small to really appreciate, which would be one of the main weaknesses.
Clayton: Is there a star party out there somewhere that you’d love
to attend but have just not got around to it?
Brian: I would love to go to the star party in Bolivia that Scott
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Mitchell had been attending regularly but
the cost is prohibitive at this time, as is the
political situation down there. I also would
like to go back to TSP one of these years (I
have been there once in 2003 and scrubbed
a 2007 trip nearly at the last minute because
of the extremely poor weather), but scheduling conflicts with courses I teach have prevented that.
Clayton: Are you an outreach advocate in the
astronomy community here in the Houston
area? What can we do to get these young
folks onboard?
Brian: I do not do outreach very much, but I
know there are a number of outreach wizards in the club. As a young person I simply
had an innate interest in the subject that
was easy to keep going, but nowadays youth
have shorter attention spans. They may be
interested in the hobby / science of astronomy for a season, then it’s off to the next
thing. In fact, this is a small part of a larger
challenge of getting America’s youth interested in Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics so as to fill the increasing
need for scientists and engineers to keep our
country competitive on the world stage (one
of the many “hats” I wear at my full-time
job).
Clayton: I know you spend many hours per year
using the clubs go-to C-14 telescope. What’s
your opinion of the optics in our f/7? Ever
use it? How about the f/5?
Brian: I actually use the f/7 regularly along with
the C14 and the optics are superb. I have
gotten quality views of the planets as well as
deep sky objects. I use the f/5 on occasion
when I have an entire night at my disposal; I
have seen excellent wide-field views with
this one, to include one of the best views of
the North America Nebula.
Clayton: I wonder what our Columbus observing
site will be like in 2045? Think we will recognize it?
Brian: I am not sure the world as we know it will
be recognizable in 2045! We have at this
moment a “perfect storm” of circumstances
(natural resource depletion, climate change,
unsustainable financial activities, etc.) that
could fundamentally change society as we
(Continued on page 8)
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Reviews — Pluto and Wonders
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

How I Killed Pluto and Why It Had It Coming
By Mike Brown (book)
Mike Brown is the guy who found an object (now called Eris) in the Kuiper belt that’s larger than Pluto. What to do? Add a planet to the existing (at the time) 9 or remove both Pluto and Eris from the list of planets.
You know the outcome by now, but you probably don’t know the story
leading up to the discovery and following the discovery. Using the same
telescope at Palomar that created the original Palomar Observatory Sky
Survey Mike tells us about the work required to discover the object that
he knew had to be there.
Mike Brown was at Rice University a while back and told the story in
person, but the book goes into a lot more detail. If you check Mike’s
web site you’ll see that he’s coming to Houston in 2011 — no date or
time scheduled yet.

Wonders of the Solar System
Presented by Brian Cox (videos)
Alan Dyer, who writes for S&T, recommended this video in a Twitter
‘tweet’ and I’ve now seen most of it. Bottom line — this is an outstanding set of presentations on the solar system and more. The visual
imagery is stunning and Brian Cox is a terrific presenter of the subject
matter.
The solar system is not my primary astronomical interest, but the presentation draws you in no matter what. There are a couple of extra videos — one on gravity, and another on time.
This set was developed by the BBC and is available as a Blu-Ray disc. If
you have a Blu-Ray player, I recommend that you get the Blu-Ray version.
You can find the trailer for the videos, as well as other content on YouTube. Just search for Brian Cox and you’ll find plenty to look at.
You’ll like it.

(Continued from page 7)

know it, but this is a topic for another
discussion. The site may still be there,
but will it still be “dark”?
Clayton: Is there an email address that you
have that another HAS member could
contact you for an additional question
or two?
Brian: They can look me up on the club’s
website, my address is there, but to
save the time I can give it here: cudnik@sbcglobal.net
Clayton: Thanks Brian for taking the time to
share your interest and thoughts within
our HAS newsletter, the Guide Star. We
wish you luck with all of your astronomy
interests. Thanks too for all of the hard
work and dedication that you have provided within our society.
Clear skies always!
Brian: Clear skies to you, too!

Clayton L. Jeter is an avid SCT visual
observer and a long time member of
the Houston Astronomical Society.
Contact him at:
stonebloke@gmail.com
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Warm Dusty Rings Glow Around a Weird Binary Star
By Phil Plait, Bad Astronomy
So I’m sitting at home catching up on email, and I get a note from my
friend Whitney who does press and outreach for the NASA infrared
observatories Spitzer and WISE. There’s a new image from WISE that
might be of interest, she
claims. OK, I
think, clicking
the link; WISE
images are usually a bit odd —
astronomical
objects tend to
look very different in the far
infrared than
what I’m used to
–but even
then,when the image came up on my browser, I was struck by a major
dose of holy frakitis:
Wow. What the heck is that thing?
You might be forgiven if your first thought is that
it’s the space station from 2001: A Space Odyssey.
But in fact it’s something a bit more distant: it’s
NGC 1514, the gas and dust surrounding a dying
star system about 700 light years away.
I am somewhat familiar with these objects, having
studied one for my Master’s degree, and a similar object for my PhD.
But planetary nebulae, as they’re called, are so diverse and weird that
understanding one, or even several, doesn’t always help in understanding all of them. And this one is seriously freaky. Those rings, lovely as
they are, turn out to be quite difficult to explain.
OK, here’s the very brief skinny: when a star like the Sun ages and
starts to die, it expands and cools off, becoming a red giant. It blows off
a dense, slow wind, like the solar wind it emits now, but much thicker.
Over the course of a few hundred thousand years, it can actually shed a
lot of its mass. When it does that, it exposes its hot core. The wind
speeds up and becomes thinner. This faster wind slams into the older,
slower wind, and the collision can sculpt all kinds of weird and wonderful shapes. The hot core of the old star lights up this gas like a neon
sign, and you get a planetary nebula (or PN; the
plural is planetary nebulae, or PNe).
I’m fond of PNe because they’re really quite
lovely. Shown here on the left (I flipped this
and rotated it to match the WISE image) is
what NGC 1514 looks like in visible light; note

how different it looks than in the WISE far
infrared view. In visible light, PNe glow a
ghostly green due to oxygen atoms fluorescing. What you see here is the inner
shell of material, the hot fast wind from
the dying star. The overall shape is roughly
round, but there are some features in it
like the little loops at the bottom, and
apparent cavities in the material or places
where dust is blocking our view as well.
But that view changes mightily — though
not completely — in the IR. Mind you,
WISE doesn’t have the resolution of the
ground-based telescope that took the picture above, but even then you can still see
some of the same features. The fuzzy
green stuff in the WISE image is roughly
comparable to what you see in the visible
image (the green color is coincidence; the
WISE image is false color, since it’s well
outside what our eyes can detect).
But those orange rings! What’s going on
there?
The quick answer is: no one knows. Rings
like this are really hard to explain, mostly
because the physics involved is fiercely
complicated. Making things worse is that
the star at the center of all this is actually
a binary; two stars in orbit around each
other. One is the hot, compact core of the
dead star, while the other is a cooler giant
star also nearing the end of its life. The
orbital period of the two is just a few days,
meaning they’re really zipping along. This
adds angular momentum to the system,
making a difficult situation even weirder.
Gas is flowing around supersonically, slamming into already-existing walls of gas,
and it’s a mess.
But there are a few things we can know.
For one, those rings are roughly 0.6 light
years in diameter — that’s
6 trillion kilometers (3.6 trillion miles).
That number is not precise because the
(Continued on page 10)
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distance is not well known; the usual distance determination methods
used by astronomers aren’t reliable for PNe, but 700 light years is a
decent estimate.
The rings are very close together, separated by roughly 0.15 light
years (1.5 trillion km, 900 billion miles). We see rings in quite a few
PNe (NGC 3132 is another good example, as is the weird structure
around Supernova 1987A), but they’re usually separated by about the
same distance as their diameters. Obviously, something odd is going
on here. If we assume the rings are actually circular loops seen at an
angle (that’s a pretty solid assumption) then we can measure that the
axis of the nebula is tilted to our line-of-sight by about 60° (in other
words, were it tipped another 30° we’d see it exactly along its equator, and the rings would look like two parallel lines).
In fact, weirdly, that space station picture above is a pretty close
model of what this nebula looks like in the sky! See how, from our
point of view, the loops overlap in the space station? The same thing
is happening in NGC 1514. It’s tilted enough that the rings are superposed on one another. And the ring to the
left is closer to us than the one on the
right — I rotated the space station image
to match the geometry. Another way to
think of it is that the nebula is tipped so
that we’re seeing the bottom of it on the
left, like the tuna can in the picture. I
know, I spare no expense in explaining the
science here!
The nebula rings aren’t really orange; again it’s a false color image.
But what that color indicates is their temperature of about 160K,
which is cold in human terms (about -110° C or -170° F) but astronomers would call that warm for a deep space object. What we’re seeing
is almost certainly dust ejected by the star. But why rings?
The astronomer who found this object in the WISE data, Michael
Ressler, has published a paper about it, but even after all the analysis
done by him and his team, the reason the rings exist isn’t clear. Is it
simply that the central star expelled a big cloud of dust, and we’re
seeing it hit the gas from the old red giant? Or is the exposed core of
the star sending out beams of material and energy that are hitting
that gas, lighting them up? Certainly the fact that there are actually
two stars in a tight orbit has something to do with this, but just what
exactly?
No one knows. I chatted with Dr. Ressler about this last night, and we
both expressed a need for high-resolution, deeper observations using
Hubble (and maybe JWST, the infrared observatory that will succeed
Hubble in a few years). And by "expressed a need", I mean we both
kinda sighed wistfully over having data like that. Planetary nebulae are
totally cool, and amazingly beautiful, and wonderfully mysterious. A
lot of the basic physics about them is well-understood, but when you

dive into the details things get hard fast.
PNe are telling us that in many ways our
understanding of the Universe is pretty
good, but the closer you look, the more
complicated things get. That’s not terribly
surprising, but it once again affirms one of
the most basic realities of science: the
more you understand, the more there is to
understand. In a long list of things I love
about science, that one’s near the top.
Image credits: IR image: WISE ; Optical:
Adam Block/NOAO/AURA/NSF
This content distributed by the AAVSO
Writer's Bureau.
Read more from Phil Plait at:
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/badas
tronomy/
And, enjoy his books:
Bad Astronomy
Death from the Skies!
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Astronomers Stumble onto Huge Space Molecules
by Trudy E. Bell and Dr. Tony Phillips
Deep in interstellar space, in a the swirling gaseous envelope of a
planetary nebula, hosts of carbon atoms have joined together to form
large three-dimensional molecules of a special type previously seen
only on Earth. Astronomers discovered them almost accidentally using
NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope.
“They are the largest molecules known in space,” declared Jan Cami of
the University of
Western Ontario,
lead author of a
paper with three
colleagues
published in
Science online on
July 22, 2010,
and in print on
September 3.
Not only are the
molecules big:
they are of a
special class of
carbon
Superimposed on a Spitzer infrared photo of the molecules
Small Magellanic Cloud is an artist's illustration
known as
depicting a magnified view of a planetary nebula “fullerenes”
and an even further magnified view of buckyballs, because their
which consist of 60 carbon atoms arranged like
structure
resembles the
geodesic domes popularized by architect Buckminster Fuller. Spitzer
found evidence of two types of fullerenes. The smaller type,
nicknamed the “buckyball,” is chemical formula C60, made of 60
carbon atoms joined in a series of hexagons and pentagons to form a
spherical closed cage exactly like a black-and-white soccer ball. Spitzer
also found a larger fullerene, chemical formula C 70, consisting of 70
carbon atoms in an elongated closed cage more resembling an oval
rugby ball.
Neither type of fullerene is rigid; instead, their carbon atoms vibrate
in and out, rather like the surface of a large soap bubble changes
shape as it floats through the air. “Those vibrations correspond to
wavelengths of infrared light emitted or absorbed—and that infrared
emission is what Spitzer recorded,” Cami explained.
Although fullerenes have been sought in space for the last 25 years,
ever since they were first identified in the laboratory, the astronomers
practically stumbled into the discovery. Co-author Jeronimo BernardSalas of Cornell University, an expert in gas and dust in planetary
nebulae, was doing routine research with Spitzer's infrared
observations of planetary nebulae with its spectroscopy instrument.
When he studied the spectrum (infrared signature) of a dim planetary

NASA Space Place
nebula called Tc 1 in the southernhemisphere constellation of Ara, he
noticed several clear peaks he had not
seen before in the spectra of other
planetary nebulae.
“When he came to me,” recounted Cami,
an astrophysicist who specializes in
molecular chemistry, “I immediately and
intuitively knew it I was looking at
buckyballs in space. I've never been that
excited!” The authors confirmed his hunch
by carefully comparing the Tc 1 spectrum
to laboratory experiments described in the
literature.
“This discovery shows that it is possible—
even easy—for complex carbonaceous
molecules to form spontaneously in
space,” Cami said. “Now that we know
fullerenes are out there, we can figure out
their roles in the physics and chemistry of
deep space. Who knows what other
complex chemical compounds exist—
maybe even some relevant to the
formation of life in the universe!”
Stay tuned!
Learn more about this discovery at http://
www.spitzer.caltech.edu. For kids, there
are lots of beautiful Spitzer images to
match up in the Spitzer Concentration
game at http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/
kids/spitzer/concentration.

This article was provided by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a
contract with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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Shallow Sky Object of the Month

Carbon Stars—the Last Gasp
By Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor
Object: Carbon Stars
Class: Stars
Magnitude: Variable
R.A.: See below
Dec: See below
Size/Spectral: Very Red
Optics needed: 3” telescope or larger

Why this class of object is interesting:
When low mass (<8 solar masses) stars near the end-of
-life they enter a second red giant phase. This phase is
along the asymptotic giant branch of the HR diagram
and represents the final phase of the star glowing from
a nuclear process. (The white dwarf phase which
follows glows only from residual heat.)
Coincidently, I’ve been working on a stellar evolution
program for the Astronomical League, and Alicia
Tristan (FBAC) has released a program, now on the AL
web site (astroleague.org) on observing carbon stars.
This month, I’m going to present you with a short list
of carbon stars that are visible now. If you want to see
the entire list of 100 stars associated with the
observing program, get it from the Astronomical
League web site.
Hind’s Crimson Star (love the name)
Other names — R Lep, SAO 150058
Herschel’s Garnet Star (early evening)
Other Names — Garnet Star, Mu Cep, SAO 33693
La Superba (late evening)
Other names—Y CVn

Z Psc — well placed; saw this near full
moon, so it’s easy
Other names—SAO 74593
All stars in this class are variable, and my
experience is that they’re redder when
they’re closer to minimum brightness.
I’m not providing you with finder charts
this time, but these are easy to find. I
found these easily in TheSkyX and in
SkyTools. Either of these programs and
others should make it easy for you to
find them.
Wikipedia has information on each of
these stars (except Z Psc) as well.

Houston
Astronomical
Society
P.O. Box 20332
Houston, TX 77225-0332
General Membership Meeting
The Houston Astronomical Society holds its
regular monthly General Membership Meeting on the first Friday of each month, unless
rescheduled due to a holiday. Meetings are
in Room 117 of the Science and Research
Building at the University of Houston. A
Novice Presentation begins at 7:00 p.m.. The
short business meeting and featured speaker
are scheduled at 8:00 p.m.
Parking is NOW across from Entrance 14, by
the stadium.
Board of Directors Meeting
The Board of Directors Meeting is held on
dates scheduled by the board at 7:00 p.m. at
the Houston Chronicle office, downtown.
Information provided to GuideStar will be
published. The meetings are open to all
members of the Society in good standing.
Attendance is encouraged.
GuideStar Information
The H.A.S. GuideStar is published monthly by
the Houston Astronomical Society. All opinions expressed herein are those of the contributor and not necessarily of Houston
Astronomical Society. The monthly Meeting
Notice is included herein. GuideStar is available on the HAS web site to all members of
H.A.S., and to persons interested in the organization's activities. Contributions to
GuideStar by members are encouraged.
Electronic submission is helpful. Submit the
article in text, MS-Word format via email
BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net. Copy must be
received by the 15th of the month for inclusion in the issue to be available near the end
of the same month. Or, bring copy to the
General Membership Meeting and give it to
the Editor, or phone to make special arrangements.
Editing & Production: Bill Pellerin,
713-880-8061; FAX: 713-880-8061;
Email: BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net
Advertising: Advertisers may inquire concerning ad rates and availability of space.

The Houston Astronomical Society welcomes you to our organization.
The HAS is a group of dedicated amateur astronomers, most of whom
are observers, but some are armchair astronomers.
The benefits of membership are:
Access to our 18 acre observing site west of Houston -- a great place to

observe the universe!
A telescope loaner program -- borrow a HAS telescope and try observing for

yourself!
A monthly novice meeting, site orientation meeting, and general meeting with

speakers of interest.
Opportunities to participate in programs that promote astronomy to the

general public (such as Star Parties at schools)
A yearly all-clubs meeting for Houston area organizations
Meet other amateurs and share experiences, learn techniques, and swap

stories

You're invited to attend our next meeting.
You'll have a great time.

Houston Astronomical Society
Meeting on Friday, January 7
7:00 Novice Meeting
8:00 General Meeting

University of Houston
Directions to meeting:
From I-45 going south (from downtown)
exit at Cullen Boulevard
turn right on Cullen
turn right into the parking lot (by the stadium)
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back)
From I-45 going north (from NASA/Galveston)
exit at Cullen Boulevard
turn left on Cullen
turn right into the parking lot (by the stadium)
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back)
Parking:
There is Free Parking, BUT DO NOT PARK IN ANY
RESERVED PARKING SPACES AT ANY TIME.
U of H parking enforcement will ticket your vehicle.

